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Nelson Hydro COSA



BC Utilities Commission 

Suite 410, 900 Howe Street 

Vancouver, BC, V6Z 2N3 

Attn: Commission Secretary 

Re: Nelson Power Cost of Service Analysis and Rate Design Application dated November 27, 2020 

I have read the instant application and respectfully submit that the Commission take into consideration 

the following comments before approving the captioned Nelson Power (“NP”) Application. 

Section 1.3 Stakeholder Engagement  

Stakeholder engagement was neither comprehensive nor fully open to the vast majority of rural 

residents.   It included two Open Houses in November 2019 (As listed in Appendix 5) and a survey taken 

at same. The relevant question in the survey was “Do you agree that customers should pay their fair 

share of costs?” This is a personal value-based question and in the context of the application 

meaningless. Without knowing the extent of the rate increase of course you would answer in the 

affirmative. And 87% of 362 rural customers who participated did (7% of rural customers).  The survey 

did not mention the 22% increase in rates including the general rate increase which has elicited an 

entirely different response as witnessed by the 61 letters of comment (61 out of 61 against). But NP 

implies widespread support as contained in the December 10, 2020 Virtual meeting where they state 

“The input from the utility’s stakeholder engagement is consistent with the requested approvals.  

Nelson Hydro survey from November 2019 shows that a majority of Rural residents agree that: ◦ “All 

customer classes should pay their fair share of costs”. This is false. 

The December 10, virtual Open House slideshow was not advertised in local newspapers which is normal 

practice in regulatory hearing so that all persons who want to attend the meeting have adequate notice 

so that they can plan to attend. The Nelson Star did not advertise this meeting. It was however on the 

City of Nelson web page calendar, which as a rural resident I do not check in with. The only reason I 

followed up was that I noticed it was posted by the BCUC well after the filing date on Feb 15. I managed 

to speak to a participant who attended this meeting, and he indicated that only 12 people “attended” 

which is about right considering the notice. We don’t know how many of the people attending were 

actually from the rural area. The number of attendees speaks volumes as to the effectiveness of the 

consultation. The rate increase was revealed at this time, but did not include the general increase. 

NP also mailed out a flyer on January 27, 2021 which showed the rate increase as “5.75% on Sept 1, 

2021, Sept 2022 and Sept 1, 2023”. This wording was used to hide the 18.17% increase. The flyer did not 

include the 2.5% general rate increase which brings the increase up to 22%. If another general rate 

increase were to place in this timeframe the total jumps to 28%. They also indicated that the rural 

transmission system was 77% of NP’s total and this was the reason for the increase. This thought line 

followed the premise of paying “our fair share” shown consistently throughout the application. In point 

of fact the real reason for the increase is the accounting allocation of third-party power purchases. 

Section 1.5. COSA 

The main concern in the analysis is the allocation of third-party costs.  

 



Section 2.3 Proposed Rates are Excessive and Punishing for Persons on Low Income 

Currently 14% of persons in RDCK are at or below the poverty line (Source: RDCK Housing study). When 

looking at single parent families the number rises to 30%. The proposed rate increases at 22% in real 

time equal 11% per year from Sept 1, 2021 to Sept 1, 2023. By way of reference, the PUB in Alberta 

classifies increases above 10% as rate shock. These increases occurring in two years will punish seniors 

and those on fixed incomes as well as low-income earners.   A person with electric heat living on $1,500 

per month will be severely impacted during winter months and have to make choices between heat or 

groceries. 

3.0 NP is an Integrated System 

Refer to Figure 3.1 of the COSA. This sketch shows the general alignment of the system from Bonnington 

to Coffee Creek. It shows which portion of the system serves which area geographically, for example the 

North Shore. 

NP however does not show a modern schematic of the system. NP states they can determine loads for 

each portion of the system. They however do not show how this is done. What the COS study has done 

is to use the allocation of third-party purchases provided by the City who are post consumption 

accounting or load estimates. In the COSA 4.2 million dollars of 6.4 million of Fortis charges are allocated 

to the rural customers even though the City of Nelson consume 60% of annual energy. Demand usage 

indicates that Nelson takes more energy during peak periods (As stated in the Application) 

A schematic would show that there are multiple transmission lines on three poles from Bonnington to 

Nelson, two from Nelson to three mile on a single pole and one line eastward from there. The flow of 

electricity is very complex and changes in real time as does load, but in simplest terms, electrons on a 

system take the path of least resistance. It is clear that the system is designed to flow energy from west 

to east with Fortis Coffee Creek for peaking or from a limited load basis on the far end of north shore. It 

should be noted that more than 80% (using population data) of load is shed before 3 three mile.  

Because of this configuration, electrons are commingled at Bonnington and delivered eastward from 

three mile. The analogy here is that once you make an omelette you can’t serve eggs sunny side up at 

the table. NP purports that more and more third-party purchases over time have been as a result of 

growth in the rural areas. This is not true.  In an RDCK housing study report, using StatsCan census data 

from 2006 and 2016 found that Nelson grew by 12.5%, Area F by 6.5% and Area E by1.5%. 

The only way NP can accurately determine loads is to install a sophisticated, real time measurement 

system at energy receipt points and delivery points throughout the system (sub stations) and at points 

which can flow both ways, two meters would be needed.  

Because NP has not shown that it has and can measure in real time, their allocations are estimates. It is 

logical that since 80 percent of load is shed by three mile (half of 40% of rural load in area and 60% in 

Nelson) and that the electrons are commingled, that Nelson actually uses the majority fortis power. NP 

does not show a spreadsheet of transmission line allocation, but if the rural customers have been 

allocated transmission rate base from Bonnington to Nelson, then NP acknowledges the commingling of 

energy. 

The Rural/ City Relationship Has been Good for NP 



Over the past 99 years, NP has done extremely well financially while serving its rural customer base. At 

an 85/15 equity to debt ratio, NP has the best balance sheet of any Utility in Alberta or BC based on this 

metric. As a point of fact their EBITDA (or more simply cash flow) in 2019 was 36%, which is truly 

outstanding.  As outlined in another letter by a rural customer, NP has garnered cash flow of 24 million 

dollars since 2015. Further NP provides $2.8 Million in dividends which is a 6.30% return on equity, 

significantly better than Fortis and most if not, all public ally traded utilities. 

In a discouraging statement, in the application, the City states “at no time did City Council ever commit 

to providing rural customers power beyond the City’s generating capacity.”. This unfortunate statement 

flies in the face the Act.  Practically speaking after 99 years of a beneficial relationship its too late now to 

decide that you don’t want to supply power. 

6.2   The City Says It Can’t Raise Capital 

While strictly true based on City Ordinances, NP can operate at a 50/50 debt equity ratio. There is no 

reason at all that NP cannot complete any project. In fact, they will have to as EV’s take hold. 

The Cost-of-service Review  

The COS model is shown on Table 15 of the InterGroup Report. The model is straight forward and 

seems to be accurate with exception of one line item namely the arbitrary allocation of third-party 

power purchases to the rural customer COS. The model, at the direction of NP and likely Nelson City 

council, assigned 66% of Fortis purchases to rural customers. This allocation was not substantiated by 

NP and should not be allowed to stand considering the City of Nelson consumes 60% of annual energy. 

Further NP provides its shareholders with a 6.3% dividend which is higher than almost all utilities. This 

allocation is in effect is a transfer of wealth from the rural customers to Nelson. 

The City of Nelson and Area E and F of RDCK are A Mutually Beneficial Integrated Economy 

The COSA application makes it quite clear that the Rural Areas are a burden on NP and by extension to 

the City of Nelson. Nothing could be further the truth. Based on an RDCK report, there were 7,700 

permanent residents in Area E and F according to the 2016 census. Median income in Area E is around 

$57,000, $ 75,000 in Area F and $55,000 in Nelson. 

Nelson enjoys a vibrant retail and service industry which is driven year-round by Nelson and area 

permanent residents. Based on average household expenditures of $2,650.00 month 90% of which are 

spent in Nelson (we spend around a thousand on groceries alone and 475 on insurance), Area E and F 

residents contribute over 100 million dollars per year to the Nelson economy. In 2020, RDCK issued 55 

million dollars of building permits in these areas. Using a conservative estimate of 60%, Nelson sees 

about 33 million dollars of activity.  

So, in total, the City of Nelson businesses who pay taxes see about $133 million dollars of income from 

these areas, not including summer residents. 

 

Randy Evanchuk, P.Eng. (Retired) 

 




